WE SUP WITH  THE DEVIL
Duchess of Padua came from Rome: Jonah from
London : and the rest of us from the New Forest,
where we live. Privacy, servants, safes—for once
in the year we put off these protections without a
thought. In a word, we stepped out of our ground.
What was so very unfortunate was that we took our
jewels with us. At no other tune in the year did
Daphne, Ad£le and Jill wear so consistently the
precious stones they possessed. For all that, we
were not careless. On the morning after a night on
which they had been displayed, the Velasquez pearls
and other important gems went into the mighty safe
on the mezzanine floor. But if we took ordinary
care we were robbed by no ordinary thieves. And
there was the rub.
The Plazas we had met on the train six days before.
That that is a damning confession I frankly admit,
but it is always the obvious which one never perceives.
When we entered the train at Calais, they were
already sitting in seats which we had reserved. No
one, I think, could have argued that this was their
fault, for they had been issued with tickets which
bore the same numbers as ours. Flatly declining to
break our party hi two, they had instantly seized their
baggage and made their way out of the coach, and
though we had followed and begged that the Countess,
at least, would return till other seats had been found,
they would not accept this proposal and presently
entered a carriage which was not reserved, Sacfa.
courtesy is devastating. We naturally worried about
it for the nest of the day. And when, twenty-four
tours later, we saw them at lunch at the Ritz, Daphne
bad naturally voiced the distress we had felt. The
rest, I suppose, was easy—from their point of view,
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